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Hill Lee

From: Chapman Helen (TPH)
Sent: 10 August 2016 17:35
To: 'Tom Elvidge'; Blake Peter
Cc: Jo Bertram; Matthew Wilson; Smith Jaquelyn
Subject: RE: Uber Topographical Test Accreditation Move

Dear Tom 
 
Thank you for your email of 2 August regarding the topographical centres. 
 
I’ve looked into this with my team and understand that they have been in communication with Paul 
McManus regarding the topographical centres. We have highlighted that as we are about to enter into a 
competitive process all centres will have their current accreditation removed as we procure new centres. 
Any change to move your topographical centre for the short period between now and the date on which the 
accreditation will be removed, which is likely to be by mid September, will be entirely at your own risk. Luke 
Giles set this out in his email to Paul of 29 July.  
 
We will shortly be writing to all accredited centres to advise them of the expiry of the existing accreditations 
as we transition to TfL taking full responsibility for conducting all tests. We expect to publish details of how 
to apply for new accreditation in the coming weeks. As I am sure you will understand, there will be a short 
transitional period between the expiry of the old arrangements and the implementation of new 
arrangements.  
 
In the meantime, I have asked Jackie Smith to ensure her team amends our records to reflect your interim 
premises move so please do let her know the relevant details so that we can update our records.  
 
Kind regards 
Helen 
 
 
From: Tom Elvidge [mailto: ]  
Sent: 02 August 2016 12:50 
To: Blake Peter; Chapman Helen (TPH) 
Cc: Jo Bertram; Matthew Wilson 
Subject: Uber Topographical Test Accreditation Move 
 
Hi Peter, Helen, 
 
I wanted to bring to your attention our concerns around the move of our accredited topographical test centre from our 
current site to a new location. Our test centre team has been in discussion with Jackie Smith’s team for several months 
regarding our planned move to a new location, and the requirement to move our accreditation to the new site. We had 
previously received assurances from Luke Giles on 16th June that this would not be an issue, and that an inspection could 
be completed in July ahead of a move before September 30th. 
 
Despite sourcing and securing a new location at considerable expense, we have recently heard from Jackie that 
consultation is needed with TfL’s commercial team before inspection and approval can be made. Whilst we understand that 
TfL is currently conducting a review of the topographical test regime, this should not adversely impact Uber’s existing 
accreditation. 
 
We have invested considerable time and money into the new site in the understanding that a location change would not be 
an issue. The original request to move address was within the current accreditation period before the end of September. 
Could you please confirm as a matter of urgency that we will be able to move the current accreditation to a new site? 
 
Furthermore, in regard to the accreditation, is there a confirmed date at which the current accreditation ends? Will there be 
a gap between current and new accreditations where there are no accredited centres, or will this be done in a way that 
allows for no gap to occur? 
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If you could please reply as a matter of urgency it would be very helpful for our planning around this matter. 
 
Regards, 
 
Tom 
 
--  
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Tom Elvidge 

General Manager - London 

 |  | uber.com 
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Hill Lee

From: Jo Bertram >
Sent: 18 October 2016 18:17
To: Chapman Helen (TPH)
Cc: Blake Peter; Smith Jaquelyn
Subject: Topographical assessments
Attachments: Topographical Letter 18 Oct.pdf; Uber London Ltd. - Topographical Assessment 

process 020916.pdf

Dear Helen, 
 
Please see letter attached. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Jo 
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Jo Bertram 
Regional General Manager - Northern Europe 

 | uber.com 
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Hill Lee

From: Tom Elvidge < >
Sent: 13 September 2016 17:34
To: Chapman Helen (TPH)
Cc: Blake Peter; Kennedy-Todd Silka; Jo Bertram; Andrew Byrne
Subject: Uber Booking Process

Dear Helen, 
 
We discussed at our last meeting the practice of enabling the Uber platform to allow 
drivers/vehicles licensed with authorities from outside of London to undertake private hire trips 
within the TfL service area - particularly at Heathrow Airport. This is of course a common practice 
undertaken by many other UK licensed operators, and the basis upon which non-London licensed 
operators are able to accept booking requests from Heathrow. Indeed, as you will be aware there 
are many drivers with other operators and make pickups predominantly outside of their licensed 
area. 
 
The below sets out how this works with the Uber platform: 
 

1. A rider requests a booking using the Uber app by setting the location at which they would 
like to be picked up 

2. The Uber system locates the most appropriate driver to offer that trip to based on the 
criteria set by the local Uber staff managing the system through the dispatch tools 

3. The driver confirms that he/she is available to complete the booking 
4. The request is accepted by the relevant Uber operator associated with the driver (in 

accordance with the triple-licensing requirement) with confirmation of the booking being 
sent by Uber to the rider (including the driver’s name, photograph, vehicle registration and 
make/model) 

5. The relevant operator maintains the record of the booking in accordance with its local 
licensing conditions 

 
It is worth noting that a record is also kept of any attempt to make a booking that is not fulfilled due 
to unavailability of drivers/vehicles. Whilst not bookings, these records are maintained to monitor 
the number of requests and ability to fulfil them. 
 
I wanted to set this out in writing so that it is clear how the Uber platform operates in regard to 
drivers from multiple jurisdictions. As you will be aware, Uber holds private hire operator licences 
in over 60 jurisdictions around England and Wales. Up until now, these operations have 
configured the system so that non-London licensed partner-drivers are not able to carry out trips 
within London, but there is no legal restriction preventing Uber’s other licenced operations from 
taking bookings in London, as TfL itself acknowledges on its website.  
 
Regards, 
Tom 
 
--  
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Tom Elvidge 
General Manager - London 

 |  | uber.com
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Hill Lee

From: Tom Elvidge < >
Sent: 11 January 2016 09:18
To: Chapman Helen (TPH)
Cc: Jo Bertram; Matthew Wilson
Subject: Uber Partner-Drivers at Heathrow Airport

Dear Helen, 
 
I wanted to drop you a line with regard to the recent press coverage regarding Uber partner-
drivers located near to Heathrow Airport between trips. Whilst we are still gathering the full facts 
on the specifics mentioned, the situation described in the articles is clearly completely 
unacceptable. We were already aware of many of the issues and have been working hard to 
rectify them. I thought it might be helpful for us to keep you abreast of the situation and current 
plans too. 
 
As a starting point, we have ensured that any partner-drivers located in the area around Oaks 
Road, Stanwell - where the reports originated and many of the issues were concentrated - will not 
be sent dispatches from Uber, and therefore those that are waiting in the area will be asked to 
move on. This means any private hire drivers there using Uber will leave. We put this measure in 
place yesterday morning and it has already improved the situation significantly. 
 
We understand of course that this is not a long-term solution, and have been working for some 
months with Heathrow Airport to set up a designated on-site parking facility for all private hire 
drivers, including those unrelated to Uber. We are working with the Airport to do this as fast as 
possible and will keep you updated on progress. 
 
From a meeting we held with Heathrow just last week this may not be in place until the summer. In 
the meantime we are exploring other options for wait and rest facilities around the airport site. We 
hope to have such a solution in-place expeditiously, and that this will continue to resolve the 
considerable stress placed on surrounding neighbourhoods by private hire drivers from all 
operators. 
 
We have set-up a dedicated link for Heathrow residents to report any further problems: 
t.uber.com/lhr_offence. This will allow us to react fast and respond directly to every reported 
incident. If it would be helpful, please feel free to pass this on to anyone questioning the situation 
on your side. 
 
If you have any other questions or would like more information please don’t hesitate to get in 
touch. 
 
Regards, 
 
Tom 
 
--  
 

 Tom Elvidge 
General Manager - London 
p:  | e:  | w: www.uber.com
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Uber is today (Tuesday) launching its first ever Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle (WAV) option in 
London. From 4pm today wheelchair users in the capital will be able to request - at the push of a button 
- a wheelchair accessible licensed private hire vehicle through the new uberWAV option on the Uber 
app.

For many wheelchair users, getting from A to B affordably can be a daily challenge. Only one in four 
tube stations are wheelchair accessible and black taxis can be an expensive way to travel. 

With the launch of uberWAV today we are able to offer a new option for wheelchair users in London - 
a convenient and reliable ride at the push of a button at the same cost as uberX. With affordable uberX 
fares, wheelchair users can book an uberWAV that is on average 30% cheaper than a black cab.

Developed with support from Scope, Whizz-Kidz and Transport for All, Uber is investing more than 
£1m in the first 18 months in making the product a success - one of the largest-ever investments in 
accessible private hire transport in London. 

uberWAV can be booked across Greater London. Vehicles are equipped with a rear-entry ramp, winch 
and restraints, enabling a wheelchair user to ride safely and comfortably with one additional passenger. 
We will be working hard to keep waiting times as low as possible as the service expands but in the first 
few weeks we expect average wait times of around 25 mins in zones 1-2 and 40 mins in zones 3-4.

All uberWAV partners are top-rated drivers who have received Disability Equality Training from 
Transport for All and Inclusion London. As with all partners on the Uber app, drivers are licensed for 
private hire by Transport for London and have passed an enhanced DBS check - the same as black cab 
drivers, teachers and care workers. 

Wheelchair users booking their first ride with Uber can get up to £15 off an uberWAV trip by entering 
the promo code LDNWAV into the app.

Tom Elvidge, General Manager of Uber in London, said: 

“The launch of uberWAV is an important step forward in making convenient, safe and affordable 
transport available to everyone at the push of a button. This new option will give wheelchair users an 
additional way of getting from A to B with fares on average 30% cheaper than black cabs. We’re proud 
to be making one of the biggest ever investments in accessible private hire in London and will be 
working hard to keep waiting times as low as possible as the service expands.”

Ruth Owen, Chief Executive of Whizz-Kidz, said:

"This new initiative will give disabled people in London a much-needed additional option for planning 
their travel across the capital. Choice, affordability and – most importantly of all – accessibility inform 
every choice a disabled person has to make when planning travel in the capital. Uber’s new service is a 
step in the right direction that other providers would be wise to follow.” 

Lisa Quinlan-Rahman, Director of External Affairs at Scope, said: 

“We are pleased that Uber is launching a new service for disabled customers. Accessible transport is 
absolutely vital for many disabled people and can help drive down the extra costs they face. It supports 
disabled people to do everyday things like get to work, hospital, go shopping or visit family and friends.
 Disabled people want to have the same choice as all other consumers in London, and have the same 
options available on method of travel, time and price.”
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Andrew,

Thanks for the note.

Send me through some potential dates and we'll arrange a mutually agreeable time.

Kind regards

Peter

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the O2 network.

From: Andrew Byrne

Sent: Tuesday, 27 September 2016 10:20

To: Blake Peter; Chapman Helen (TPH)

Cc: Tom Elvidge

Subject: INVITATION: Uber Partner Q&A

Peter and Helen,

I trust you are both well and don't mind me dropping you a line.
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From: Alan Clarke
To: Chapman Helen (TPH)
Cc: Jo Bertram
Subject: Re: UberAssist
Date: 23 October 2015 15:24:10

Dear Helen,

Thanks for your email regarding uberASSIST. 

Jo has asked me to get back to you as I've been leading the policy side of this 
from our end and have had previous discussions with a couple of your colleagues 
about our plans for ASSIST.

As you have noted, uberASSIST is a new service we've launched aimed at giving 
people with disabilities an additional transport option in London. 

Of course, every partner-driver who has opted in to drive on the uberAssist vehicle
 class already holds a full and current TfL Private Hire Licence - which ensures 
that potentially vulnerable people are protected across every Private Hire service 
in London. We can of course provide assurance that every partner-driver on the 
platform is fully-licensed.

Partner-drivers on uberASSIST have all received full disability equality training, 
designed and developed by Transport for All and delivered by disabled trainers 
working for Inclusion London. The disability equality sessions focused on 
encouraging partners to think about how they serve riders on uberASSIST in the 
context of the social model of disability. In addition, the trainers gave the partner-
drivers advice from the benefit of their extensive experience of accessing private 
hire services in London and advised on how to assist riders with a range of 
different access needs.

In terms of model - uberASSIST works no differently to our other vehicle options. 

UberASSIST is designed to complement our existing uberX service that we know 
is already used by a large number of disabled riders who value it for its 
affordability, convenience and safety. It is an additional option for people who 
might feel more comfortable using a service where the partner-driver knows they 
are collecting someone who is likely to have an access need, and arrives ready to 
use the benefit of Transport for All's disability equality training to assist them in the
 best possible way. 

As with uberX, uberASSIST riders are also encouraged to contact their partner-
driver to let them know if they have any specific requirements - for example, 
someone who is blind or partially sighted may request a partner-driver parks and 
comes to the door of their property to offer assistance in getting them into the 
vehicle safely.
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 management, we are very confident that UberPOOL is compliant with all applicable
 regulations and are keen to have the opportunity to present the service to you and to
 explain how exactly it will operate.

I am therefore sorry that you have not yet taken up our offer of a meeting to respond to
 any questions you may have. You say in your email that you consider this to be an
 iterative process and that you may have further questions to those set out in your email
 of 4 June 2015. I had hoped that a face-to-face meeting would be the best way to ensure
 that all potential issues could be raised and resolved as speedily as possible.

I propose that we meet this coming Thursday, 18 June 2015. I can personally attend and
 anytime in the morning works for Jo and I. Does that work for you?

However, in light of your request that we respond to the questions raised in your email of
 4 June 2015 prior to any such meeting, please note the following:

1. ULL will continue to ensure that all drivers on the ULL platform are fully insured as
 licensed PHV drivers for commercial transportation of passengers. As TfL is aware,
 when registering drivers to the ULL platform, ULL undertakes rigorous checks of driver
 documentation including valid insurance cover. It also monitors such insurance cover on
 an ongoing basis.

2. As TfL has acknowledged following its detailed inspections of ULL's record keeping
 systems, these are sophisticated and state of the art. Shared bookings will be recorded in
 exactly the same way as single bookings, meaning that ULL will have full records as to
 which passengers were travelling with a particular driver, including full details of the
 relevant journey.

3. Passengers who book a shared journey will make their booking in exactly the same
 way as any passenger making a booking using the Uber app. In accordance with the
 requirements of s. 11 of the Transport Act 1985, all such bookings will be made by
 passengers through the Uber app in advance of their journey. Shared bookings will only
 take place when each passenger has consented to sharing the relevant vehicle with
 others on the basis that a separate fare will be payable by each passenger for his/her own
 journey.

4. When a passenger has indicated his/her consent to share a booking and pay a separate
 fare, they will be provided with the first name of the other prospective sharer(s).
 Passengers who have consented to share a booking are able to withdraw such consent
 and cancel the shared booking once such passenger has received the first name of the
 sharer(s). The passenger can then re-book a non-shared trip.

5. ULL does not intend to provide any further training to drivers in relation to delivering
 shared services other than how to use the Uber app to effect shared bookings. Drivers on
 the ULL platform are already accustomed to carrying multiple passengers, including
 where those passengers share the fare.



6. ULL does not intend to make any changes to its customer terms and conditions as it
 does not consider these to be necessary. Passengers who make bookings through the
 Uber app are free to decide whether or not they wish to consent to sharing the PHV
 vehicle with others, and will only do so if they expressly consent to such sharing by
 indicating the same through the Uber app.

You have asked us to confirm the specific timeframe for the proposed launched of
 UberPOOL in London. We plan to launch UberPOOL in the coming months. We
 therefore look forward to meeting with you to answer any further queries you might
 have.

Helen – I hope you do not mind, but I am copying this response to Howard Carter in
 your legal department as we have, in the past, been able to resolve with Howard various
 regulatory and legal issues that have arisen in a collaborative and speedy fashion.

Finally, you have asked about Uber's recent updated privacy statement sent to customers
 using the Uber app. I am not sure I understand your concern here and should be grateful
 if you could let me know the relevance of this enquiry.

I very much look forward to hearing from you as to whether we can meet this coming
 Thursday morning (18 June 2015) so that we are able to present the UberPOOLservice
 to you and answer any remaining questions.

Kind regards

Zac

Zac de Kievit

Legal Director - International

Uber B.V.
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From: Andrew Byrne
To: Blake Peter; Chapman Helen (TPH)
Cc: Tom Elvidge
Subject: Regs Review: Questions
Date: 02 May 2016 10:57:22

Helen and Peter,

As discussed during our meeting earlier this month, please find below questions which TfL
 may wish to consider as part of the implementation of the recently adopted regulations.
 The overarching objective of our questions is to ensure that the regulations are
 implemented in a successful and proportionate manner for customers, as well as other
 stakeholders in the PHV market.

We deal below with all proposals except those where, by virtue of our experience, we have
 no substantive suggestions to make.

Sorry this took slightly longer than anticipated! Happy to discuss further too.

Thanks
A

Provision of booking confirmation details to passengers before commencement of journey
What medium for confirmation will be required for bookings made over landline telephones? 
Will customers be required to give email addresses, for example, even if asking them 
increases the level of friction?
How do TfL plan on making this rule less prescriptive? I.e. flexible enough to reflect advances 
in technology, while including provisions for digitally-excluded consumers and firms?

Operators to upload of driver and vehicle details to TfL on a regular basis.
How often?
What form do you envisage the upload interface to take, i.e., API, .csv files, other? How do you
 envisage this will change over time?
What data needs to be provided?
What measures are planned to ensure security/privacy of the data, and that they are 
transmitted and stored in compliance with the relevant legislation?
How do we define the list? All active drivers who could use the platform at the current 
moment? 
Can you confirm that the intention is to facilitate a two-way flow of information with operators? 
As we both have acknowledged real-time info on driver and vehicle licences will make a very 
large positive contribution to operator compliance and passenger safety. Do you have a target 
date for implementation?

Drivers will be required to demonstrate a standard of English.
How will the appropriate level be determined? It should be proportionate to the objectives of 
the proposal. Will the test be entirely oral, since a written test may not be relevant?
Will there be any exemptions e.g., for UK-born drivers, those with other relevant qualifications 
(e.g., GCSEs, overseas English qualifications??
Can existing license holders get “grandfather rights” or might some lose their license on 
renewal?
What measures are proposed to ensure that tests are accessible (frequency, location, via 
video-conference) and affordable?Can potential drivers afford this?
How will TfL accommodate drivers with disabilities that might affect speech?

Vehicle must be covered by a policy of hire and reward insurance at the point of vehicle 
licensing. This insurance must then remain in place for the duration of the vehicle licence.



Will this prohibit monthly and weekly insurance for Private Hire? If so, what is the policy 
justification for this?
Will TfL attempt to enforce this rule against drivers who have not carried passengers during a 
particular period?
When a driver goes on holiday / stops using their vehicle for a temporary period - will they 
have to remove the Private Hire stickers from their vehicle (as economically wouldn’t make 
sense to insure it)? Will they then have to apply for the PHV when they return? What 
procedures will you put in place to ensure this isn’t necessary?
How will this work with rental companies / fleet insurances that frequently take cars on / off 
their insurance policies when not being utilised / in the garage? What procedures will you put 
in place to ensure they aren’t negatively affected?
This is likely to push part-time drivers out of the market as removes some of the freedom and 
flexibility of using your car for both private hire and non-private hire - have TfL modelled out 
the impact they think this will have on private hire trade and whether the economics will still 
work for part time drivers? 
If the licensed vehicle is being used by a family member who is not licensed does this mean 
that H+R is required?
Does the second family member driver need H+R or only the vehicle with associated private 
hire driver?

Notification to TfL of any material changes to their operating model.
What exactly constitutes a change? For example, is there a materiality threshold? Can you 
provide examples of what does and what would not constitute a sufficient change?
How long prior to the planned implementation of changes is notification required?
What assurances/service levels will TfL provide so that response times are not drawn out and 
delay the benefits innovation brings?
How will this be compared across various operators?
How can a trial product change where the impacts, by definition, are unknown be considered 
ex ante?
What form of notification is required?
Can we be sure these will be shared only in the strictest confidence?
What assurances can you give that confidential business information provided will be 
protected from disclosure under FOIA requests, or use in future public consultations?.
What will happen if confidentiality is breached?

Provision of contact facilities to ensure that passengers shall be able to speak to an operator 
at all times during a journey.

Will TfL adopt a proportionate methodology, such as one based on customer satisfaction 
SLA's, to meet this requirement? 
How will TfL ensure that operators are free to implement this requirement in innovative and 
proportionate ways, such as through an app that automatically communicates key journey 
information to the call centre?

Provision of a fare estimate prior to the booking being accepted
What happens if a customer changes their destination after entering the vehicle or if there are 
multiple drop-offs? 
Please confirm that, once a consumer has consented to the original fare estimate, it should be 
taken as having agreed to any revised estimate based on the new destination (or an increase 
in fare from multiple drop-offs).
Would the provision of a fare estimate via an app or website for a journey prior to booking be 
sufficient?

Recording the main destination before the commencement of each journey
What happens if the destination changes en route? 
What if there are multiple drop-offs?

Drivers to carry or display a copy of insurance details at all times while working.









From: Will Almond
To: Chapman Helen (TPH)
Cc: Robinson Graham; Alex Cappy
Subject: Uber meeting actions
Date: 31 March 2015 09:15:18

Good morning Helen,

I do apologise for the delay in getting in contact. We just wanted to send a quick catch up after our meeting the other
 week. First of all it was great to hear that many of the goals that we are targeting align nicely with the updates that are
 being made to the application process. I also think being able to keep an open communication channel with the licensing
 team will help us ensure that our potential partners submit accurate applications and that you have our most up-to-date
 application forecasts.

The key next steps that we had from the meeting are below. Please let me know if there are any additional queries we can
 help with.

Graham/Luke to send over list of top issues that force rejections of applications. This will help Uber ensure
 applicants send in 'perfect' packs. 
Helen/Graham/Luke to provide a contact address for the topographic centre application team.
Uber to get back in touch in May/ June (Flo to set date) to provide a more accurate projection for PCO
 applications for the next 6 months
Uber to potentially help stress test the new online application process to be launched in June
Uber/TfL to establish mechanism for sharing expected application volumes on an ongoing basis
Uber to provide estimate of newly PCO-licensed drivers over the last 6 months - we will send this shortly

Thanks again.

All the best

Will

-- 
Will Almond
Driver Operations Manager, London
p    | e  | w:www.uber.com
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